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Abstract. It is known that there is no finite set of inference rules that is complete for embedded 
multivalued dependencies. This paper considers the problem. called membership problem, of 
deciding whether a given embedded multivalued dependency X- V on 11’ (or functional 
dependency X + VI is implied by a given set D of functional and embedded multivalued 
Apendencies. X new inference rule for embedded multivalued dependencies is presented and 
the following results about membership problems are shown. 
Let U be a set of attributes and let W’,, s - - .GW~,EU.L~~D=F.JEL E,u...uE,,where 
li) F is a set of functional dependencies Y + Z satisfying Y c WC or Z n W,, = 8, tiij E is a set 
of embedded multivalued dependencies Y -wZ on T satisfying at least one of Y E W,, C T, 
z cs rt;, = 0 and ( T - I’ ti Z 1 ,T M’,, = II and (iii) each E,, 1 d i --’ n, is a set of embedded multivalued 
d :pendenctes on W,. 
o 1 b If .Y. C’ E U’c U’,, then the memrjership problem is solvable, that is, st is decidable whether 
.Y -+ 1’ on C” (or X + \‘I is implied by D. 
12) If X, 2’ G U’ s W,, then the membership problem cab be solved in I( [D! * ; 1’ -XJt time, 
where D[ is the size of the description jf D. 
13) If ,Y c W” and X, 1’ E U’G U, then the membership probIer< can be solved in 
Or ,D,’ . ,M;,-Si.[j:,: t;\V,-- Ui,,;+ 11) time. 
1. Introduction 
The concepts of functional dependencies (FDs) [4] and multivalued dependencies 
(MVDs) [6, 161 play an important role in the logical design of relational databases. 
The properties of FDs and MVDs have been well studied and a complete set of 
inference rules for FDs and MVDs is known [3]. Furthermore an algorithm to 
obtain the dependency basis for FDs and MVDs is also known [2,7,8, 121. Fzgin 
[6] and Zaniolo [16] introduced not only the concept of MVDs but also that of 
embedded multivalued dependencies (EMVDs): an EMVD is an MVD that holds 
* A part of this paper was presented at the Fifth IBM Symposium on Mathematical Found3tiorx of 
Computer Science, May 26, 1980. 
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in a projection of a relation but may not hold in the entire relation. EMVDs appear 
in decomposing a relation into smaller relations, and they should be considered in 
the design of databases [S, 10,151. Some properties of MVDs in a projection of a 
relation are investigated in [8] and some inference rules for EMVDs are given in 
[S, 11,14,15]. However, the properties of EMVDs have not been well studied. 
For example, it is not known whether the membership problem for EMVDs is 
solvable, Recently Sagiv and Walecka [ 141 and Parker and Parsaye-Ghomi [l 11 
proved that there is no finite set of inference rules that is complete for EMVDs. 
This paper considers the Qroblem, called membership roblem, of deciding 
whether a given EMVD X -n V on U’, denoted X-w V(U’), (or FD X + c”) is 
implied by a given set D of FDs and EMVDs (including MVDs). However, it seems 
difficult to solve completely this problem because of the result of [ 11, 141. This 
paper presents a new inference rule for E.MVDs and shows some restricted solutions 
about membership p:-oblems as follows. 
Let U be a set of attributes and W,,, . . . , Wn be subsets of U such that 
UC, $ ’ -2 Wtj. LetE) =FuEuElu* - ad!?,,, whcie 
(i) F is a set of FDs Y + 2 satisfving Y c WC, or Z n W,, = 19, 
(ii) E is a set of EMVDs Y -)) Z(T) satisfying at least one of Y E ‘ClL c T, 
Z?Wir=Oand(TLYuZInWo=Oand 
!iii) each E,, 1 5: i ‘-- II, is a set of EMVDs one W,, that is, E, is of the form 
{Yil--+Z*,(WA - * *, h,-wz~,wAl. 
Note that if WC) coincides with U, then F and E may be arbitrary sets of FDs 
and MVDs, respectively. 
( 1 ) If x, v c U’ c WC). then the membership problem is solvable, that is, it is 
decidable whether X--w V(U’) (or X -9 1,’ ) is implied b> D. This is solved using 
the result of [I:\]. 
(2) If x, I,’ c; I/’ 2 M,.;,, then the membership problem can be solved in 
c)t iI)l * f k’ -- xf) ti ne, where IDI is the size of the description of D. 
(3 1 If S i-1 W’,: a11d ,Y, 1. s /J’<: \\‘,,, then the nwmtwr4ip yx4dcrn can be sc~l~td 
in O(JD]’ . IN’,, -.Yi * 11:’ i \iL\‘; - 14,. ,j.+ 1 I\ time. 
2. Basic concepts 
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A functional dependency (for short, FD) [4] is a statement X + Y, where X, Y c 
U. A relation R(U) is said to satisfy the FD if for every u and v in R(U), 
u[X] = 2$X] implies u[ Y] = tl[ Y]. 
A multivhed dependency (for short, MVD) [6, 161 is a statement X -n Y(U), 
where X, Y E U. Let 2 = U - XY. A relation R(U) is said to satisfy the MVD if 
for every tuple v. in R(U), {N[ Y]l u is in R(U) and u[X]=vOIX]}={u[Y]/u is 
in R (Ub, u [X] = vo[X] and u [Z] = vo[Z]). 
An embedded multivalued dependency (for short, EMVD) on V [6,16] is a 
statement X--r Y(V), where X, Y E V c U. A relation R(U) is said to satisfy the 
EMVD if the projection R (U![V] satisfies MVD X -n Y(V). We often use a 
notation X-w Y1l 9 l l IY,,,, where Y1,. . . , Yry are pairwise disjoint. Let V = 
XY, l . l Y,,, (C cb). A relation R(U) satisfies X -w Y1 1 * 9 l 1 Y,, if it satisfies all 
EMVDs in (X --) Yl( V), . . . , X * YJ V)}. 
A rdatimt scltme is defined as a tuple (0, D), where U is a set of attributes 
and D is a set of FDs, M‘JDs and EMVDs. We assume without loss of generality 
that for each given dependency in D, its right side is disjoint from its left side. If 
a relation R(U) satisfies all dependencies in D, then it is called an instance of 
(LJv B). It is possible that every instance of (U. D) satisfie:; some dependencies not 
in D. For a relation scheme (I/, D) and a dependency d, D is said to imply d if 
every instance of (U, D) satisfies d. For a relation scheme (U, D) and a subset V 
of C!, we define 
D[ V] = {X + Y r\ I’ 1 X --, Y is in D, X z V and Y I? V f 8) 
,~{X~Y~~‘(ZnV)lX~Y(Z)isinD,XE V, 
Yr\V#qland(Z-XY)nVf0). - 
Then for every instance R(U) of (U, D), R ( U I[ V] satisfies all dependencies in 
D[Z’], that is, D implies D[V], and D[ V] can be considered the ‘projection’ of 
D ontk3 V 
An inf4r4ncc de for dependencies is a rule such that, given some dependencies, 
every relation satisfying all the given dependencies also satisfies a dependency 
inferred by the rule. A complete set of inference rules for FDs and MVDs is known 
(31. That IC fnr a relation scheme (U, D), where D is a set of FDs and MVDs, 
every FD or MVD implied (not implied) by D is derivable (not derivable) from ~9 
using those rules. The following are inference rules for EMVDc: 
EAWDI : If X c V c U’ and X --w Y( U’) the.1 X --r) Y ;T V( V). - - 
EMVDZ:If Y’~Y,Z’~Z,X~Y~Z,XY~Z’\‘(U’)andXZ+Y’V(U’)then 
X -r) Y’Z’ C’( U’). 
The rule EMVDI is given in [6, 161. The rule EMVD2 is a new inference rule, 
and the proof of the validity of this rule is given in the appendix. 
Let (U, 0) be a relation scheme and let X c CT’ c U. The deptxdency basis of 
X on U’, denoted DEP(X, U’, D ), is defined as the collection of all subsets B of 
U” such that 
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(i) X -n B (U’) is implied by D and 
(ii) for any nonempty proper subset B’ of B, X -w .F?‘(U’) is not implied by D. 
It follows from the definition of the dependency basis and the inference rules 
for MVDs that 
(i) DEP(X, U’, D) is a partition of U’ and 
(ii) an EMVD X 3) Y( V’) is implied by D if and only if Y is a union of some 
of the block? in DEP(X, U’, D) [2,8]. 
Thus every EMVD X + V(U) implied by B can be obtained from 
DEP(X, U’, D) (and also every MVD X -n V(U) implied by D can be obtained 
from DEP(X, U, 0)). 
Aho et al. [l] and Maier ei al. [9] developed the technique of the chase 
computation using tableaux that is useful to solve the membership problem for 
dependencies in many cases, and Sadri and Ullman [ 131 introduced the concept of 
template dependencies that includes EMVDs as a special case and presented a 
partial decision procedure to solve the membership problem for template depen- 
dencies using the chase. In this paper, several lemmas given later will be proved 
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consists of rows 11~ and if2 that are equal exactly in the X-columns. The following 
lemma is obtained from Theorems 1 and 4 of [ 131. 
Lemma 1, Let (U9 D) be a relation scheme and T a tableau consisting of u1 and ~2. 
Suppose that N 1 and 142 arc equal exactly iri Ihe X-colrrmn~, where X G U. 
(11 An E’MVD X -n Y (2) is implied by D if and only if thete is a chase ro, . . . , r,, 
of-r under D swh rhar the final tableau contains a tuple u such rhar u[X] = uIIX] = 
uz[X], u[Y]-cr&[Y) and u[Z -XY]=u2[2 -XY]. We call u a tuple that wit- 
IIQSS X -)) Y(Z ). Mete, wlterl applying the F-rule to a tableau, we assume that for 
caclt A in Y, &4] agpeats before lcz[A] and for each A’ in Z -XY, uz[A’] appears 
before 14 ,[A’]. 
(2) Arr FD x + Y is imp&d by D if and only if there is a chasp 70, . . . , 7, of T 
w&v D such thrlt for eczsh A in I’, lfl[A] and IIJA] ate idet@ed in T,,. 
Lemma 1 implies that if the chase terminates, then chase&) contains all the 
information about the EMVDs with left sides X that are implied by D. We have 
the following two corollaries. 
3. Membership problems 
In this sectkxl, we consider a relation scheme (U, D,,) as follows: 
Let W,,, . . . * W,, be subsets of U such that W,, 5; W,, I 5 - n - s WI s W,,. 
Let D,, = F L E ,& L - * - \-/ E,,, where 
I I ) F is a st’t of FDs 1 -+ Z satisfying 1’ c W,, or Z -3 U’,) = 63, 
cri ) l3’ is a set of EMVDs I’ -+Z( 1,‘) satisfymg at least one of Y cr W,, 2 V, 
% -1 II’,, = (1 and t 1’ - I’Z 1 91 II-‘,, = 0, and 
riii I each E,, 1 * i - II, is ;I set of EhlVDs or1 U’,, that is, El, is of the form 
W&i -+d; I( \t*: 1, . . . 1 I’,,, -+,Z,,,I M/‘* I}. 
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i2)ForeachEMVDY~Z(V)inD,eitherYcW,ZnW=8dr(V-YZ)n 
w =(3. 
Let X, P c_ U’ c W. Then X--w P(U’) (or X --) P) is implied by D if and mly if it 
is impi?ed by D[ W]. 
Proof. Since D implies U[ Cc/], the ‘if’ part is trivial. For the ‘only if’ part, suppose 
that X --)) P(V) is not implied by D[ W]. Then there is a counterexample instance 
R ( W) that satisfies D[ W] but does not satisfy X --)) P(U). We can extend R( W) 
to a relation on U by adding columns for the attributes in U - W 9s follows. For 
each A in U - W, choose a constant c,~ from dam(A), and for every tuple 14 in 
R ( W), define u[A] = c,+ When considering the fact that the new relatiori satisfies 
the FD (3 + U - W, it is easy to show that the new relation satisfies D but does not 
satisfy X --H P( U’). Thus X --u P(V) is not implied by D. The same argument applies 
also to FDs. iZl 
Proof. Suppose that there is an infinite chase 70, . . . , T,“, . . . under D,,[ lzp;J Then 
it can be considered that an ‘infinite’ tableau T is obtained by the chase. And for 
at least one attribute ,4 in U, T mast have infinite distinct symbols in the A-column. 
However, we shall show that any tableau 7 obtained by any chase of Q rider 
0.J Cv,,] has a finite number of symbols in all columns by induction on the order 
rt,,,, . . . . W1, Wo, U. Thus Lemma 3 follows. For simplicity, let E,, = E[ W,,]. Then 
E,, is of the form { Yol -++Z,,,( WrJ, . . . . Yo~,,~Z,,~,,( WJ} and D,,[WJ = 
F[bb’,,]~&J&L~ “LJE,,. 
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Da[ W,], where X, P c 0’~ Wo. Thus by Lemmas 1 and 3, we have the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 1. Consider the relation scheme (U, 0,). If X, P E U’; c WO, then it is 
decidable whether X -r) P(U’) (or X -D P) is implied by D,. 
By the discussions above, DEP(X, U’, 0,) for X E U’ E W. can be, in principle, 
obtained but we do not obtain an efficient procedure for computing DEP(X, U’, 0,). 
However, if X G W,, then DEP(X, U’, 0,) can be computed efficiently. In the 
following we present a procedure for computing DEP(X, U’, 0,) in two cases: 
(1) XsU% Wn and 
(2) XSS W,, andXHJ% Wo. 
3.2. The case where X C_ U’s W,, 
For a partition 17 of U1 and a subset Uz of UI, we define fl[U,3 = (B n U2 1 B 
is in 14 and B n C/a f 8). Note that Lf[U,l is a partition of Uz. 
Lemma 4. Let (U, D) be a relation scheme. Suppose that a subset W of U satisfies 
the condition that W c Vfor every EMVD Y -wZ (V) in D. Then DEP(X, U’, D) = 
DEP(X, U’W, D) [U’] for every X c U’C U. 
Proof. Let C be in DEP(X, U’, D) and C’ in DEP(X, U’W, P) such that C c C’. 
It is sufficient to show that C = C’ A U’. Let 7 be a tableau consisting of u1 and u2 
that are equal exactly in the X-columns. Consider the chase of T under D. Let 14 
be a tuple that witness X --w C( U’). For each attribuk A in W, we have f4[A] = 
44 ,[A] ot u[A] = u&4 1, since no unique symbol is introduced in the W-coknms by 
the condition of Lemma 4. Thus u actually witness X --u CP, VW), where P ‘Z 
W - U’. Rut C’ c CP, and thus C’ i7 U’ = C. 0 
For the relation scheme (U, D,), since Wo satisfies the conditions (1) and (2) of 
Lemma 2 and W,, satisfies the condition of Lemma 4, in order to obtain 
DEP(X, U’, D,) for X c .’ ” c_ Wo, it is sufficient to obtain DEP(X, Uf Wn, Dn[ Wo]). 
The following lemma shows that DEP(X, Wn, D,[ Wo]) can be computed using a 
technique for MVDs. Thus DEP(X, W,,, D,[ W(J) can be’computed efficiently. For 
an attribute A in W, and E,, 1 s i s IZ, we define 
iu(~,E,)={Y-wZ(W,,)[k’-nZ(W,)isinE, tlndA notin2) 
U(Yd w‘-z!w’~,,l Y -nZ!W,) isin Ei and A inZ}. 
Note after ihe definition of p (A, E, 1 that p (A, E, 1 implies f$ 
Lemma 5. Let ‘4 be att atfribute in W,, arrd C a subset of Wn that contains A. Then 
C is tn DEP(X, W,,, D,[ W,l) if and only if C is in DEP(X, W,,, F[ WC,] u E[ WO] LJ 
p (A, El) bl- 9 . up(A, En)). 
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Proof. Indirction on the number n.
Basis. If ,q = 0, then this lemma holds trivially. Here, we consider D( =F u E 
when n = 0. 
Inducti.ve step. Let C be a block in DEY(X, Wn, Dn[ WJ) that contains the attribute 
A. Let T be a tableau consisting elf u 1 and u2 that are equal exactly in ( Wn - 
C)-columns. Since the fact of C in DEP(X, Wn, D,[ Wo]) implies that C is in 
DEP( Wn -- C, Wn, D,[ Wo]) by an inference rule for MVDs [3], it fobws from 
Coroi:Iary 2 that U[ W,,] = u I[ W,,] or u[ W,] = u&%,1 for every tupk u in 
chaseo,,;WOl(r). Thus chase~,~~&) satisfies all EMVDs in @(A, E’,,), and so C is 
inDEP(W,,-C, W~,o,-,[W~]u~~(r~,E,)),whereD,_,[W~l=D,[~~~]-E,.LetC’ 
be a block in DEP(X, Wn, D,-I[ WJup(A, E,)) such that C G C’. Sirxe 
D, _ l[ Wo] u CL (A, E,) implies Dn[ Wo] and Q,[ Wo] implies X -n C( W,* ), it follows 
tha: C’ E C, and thus C = C’. For the relation scheme (U, D,, _J W&+(A, E,, I), 
since W,,_ 1 satisfies the condition of Lemma 4, it follows that 
DEPIA; Wta, .&--JJ+‘&JcL(A EtJ 
= DERX Wt,--1v Dt, -1[W,]up(A, E,J[W’,,]. 
Thus There is a block B in DEP(X, W,# -1, D, .1[W,-Jup(A, E,,N such that C = 
B n tVt,. By the induction hypothesis, B is in 
u p (A, El )). 
Thus C( = B CY WI,) is in 
For simplicity, let DA = F[ W,,] u E[ Wtj] u p. (.4, A!!?,) u l 9 l u p (A, E,, 1. Since ST 2 
U/;, for each FD S + T in Dn and each EMVD in Q_, is of the form S--r) Tt IQ, 
every dependency in D.., is defined on U/r,. Thus DEPrX, CC:,, D..,) for (U, fI.t) is 
identical to DEP(X, W,,, D..,) for (U’,,, &), and hence DEP(X, W,,, D._, 1 can be 
computed by a known Aporithm for M\‘Ds. Furthermore since W’,, satisfit’s the 
condition of Lemma (1, it follows th:lt DEP(S, W,,, D,l = DEPK IV,,, Dal I[ It’,, 1. 
Thus we have rhe following algorithm. 
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procedure FIND(A); 
(A is an attribute in W,, -X. This procedure computes a subset C of WR, 
such that A is in C and c‘ is in DEP(X, Wn, D,).) 
besrn 
make QUEUE empty; 
Be W,-X; 
7 
8 
9 
IQ 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
-, 
for each dependency p in Dn[Wo] (with a left side S) do 
&fBnS=@andpisnotonQUEUE 
then put p on QUEUE; 
while QUEUE is not empty do 
begin 
remove a dependency o from QUEUE; 
ifoisanFDS+TinFIWo]then 
if A is in T then return {A} 
else B+B-T 
17 
else (O is an EMVD S -wT(V)inEIWo]uE1u~‘~uE,) 
ifA isin TthenB+B-(V-T) 
elseB+B-T 
for each dependency p in D,[ Wo] (with a left side S) do 
if B nS = 8 and p has not been on QUEUE 
then put R on QUEUE; 
end while 
return B n Wn ; 
begin (main procedure) 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
compute D,[ Wo] from D, ; 
make z empty; 
P+ w/x; 
while P is not empty do 
begin 
select an attrlhute A in P; 
C + FIND(A ); 
let C be a new block in n; 
P+P--C; 
end while 
end main procedure; 
end FIND; 
After Algorithm 1 terminates, the value of n coincides wiFh DEP(X, W,, D,) - 
{{A) IA is in X}. Note that each attribute ,4 in X itself constitutes a block In 
DEP!X, W’,,, 1),, ). The procedure FIND(A) of Algorithm 1 is essentially an extended 
version of the procedure “FIND(B)” of 1121. The differences between them are 
as follows: 
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(1) In Sagiv’s procedure, only MVDs (and FDs) are considered. This corresponds 
to the case where every EMVD is of the form S-w T( W& Thus if line 12 of 
Algorithm 1 is replaced by 
12 ifAisinTthenB+B-(Wo-T) 
then the resulting procedure is identical to Sagiv’s one. 
(2) Sagiv’s procedure does not consider the projection. Thus, Sagiv’s one has 
return statement 
17 return B. 
The reason we adopt Sagiv’s procedure is as follows: Given an attribute A, we do 
not have to construct the whole dependency basis DEP(X, Wo, DA) but we need 
only a block C in DEP(X, Wo, DJ[ W,,] that contains A. 
Let r be the number of blocks in the output w and k the number of dependencies 
in O,[ W,]. Then Algorithrr. 1 terminates in O(I&[ WJl* min{k, log* I)) time [7], 
where I&[ W,J! is the size of the description of O,,[ W,3. If we assume that each 
attribute in U is represented by an integer, then O,[ Wo] can be computed from 
D, in O(]O, j) time. And DEP(X, W,,, Dn[ Wo])[U’] can be computed from 
DEP(X, W,,, D, [ WJ) in O(] W,, 1) (sO(IDJ W,ll)) time. Thus we have the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 2. Cmrsider the rdrtiorz schen~e (U, D,,>. Let X c U’C \I$. Tlteu 
l>EP(X, U’, D,) cm be obtaiwd in O(ID,,[ W,J * min(k, log;! r} + ID,11 tinta h! 
Algorithm 1, where r is the nmd..er of blocks in DE&X, W,,. D,) - ({A) 1.4 is in X 1 
and k is tht nrtntbtv of dependancirs in D,,[ WJ. 
Consider the membership problems for EMVDs. Let X, V E U c W,,. In order 
trz test whether X --)) V(U) is implied by D,,, we need only blocks B in 
DEP(X, L”, O,,) such that B n V f 8. If there is a block B in DEP(X, U’, Dn) such 
that B n C’ f 0 and B - V # 63, then X --u V(V) is not implied by D,,, and otherwise 
it is implied by D,,. Thus it is decidable in O(ID,,[ Wo]l 9 min{k, log2 r’) + ID,, 1) time 
whether ,Y -+) V( U’) is implied by D,,, where I’ is the number of blocks in 
DEP(X, U’, D,,) - {(A) IA is in X} that intersects 1” (cf. [7]). 
As a ~cneralization of the rule EMVDZ, we have the following lemma. 
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SinceX-nCll- l l IC,implies W-C 1 C C 2 3 -n C,Cz 1 C3 by inference rules for MVDs, 
imply W - C,C2C, *B(V) by EMVD2. 
By repeating this process, we have finally W - CIC2 l l 9 Cr -nB (I/‘), that is, 
x 43(U’). 
The following corollary follows from Lemma 6 and the definition of the depen- 
dency basis. 
Corollary 3. Let (WV D) be cl relation scheme and let X s W c U’ c U. Assume that 
x -4,l l l ’ IC, IS implied by D, where X, Cl, . . . , C, are pairwise disjoint and 
xc, l l l Cr = W. For a subset B of U’, B is in DEP(X, U’, D) if and only if it is a 
minimal set (in the sense of set incksion : c ) satisfying the following condition : 
(UNION): For each Ci, 1 d i s r, B is a union of some of the blocks in DEP( W - Ci, 
U’, D). 
Corollary 3 shows that DEP(X, U’, D) can be obtained from DEP( W - 
C,, LB’, D), . . . , DEP( W - C,, I/‘, D) by the following algorithm. 
Algorithm 2. 
cam m4n t : X +K,I l l a [C,, XC, l . C, = W and X, Cl,. . . , C, are pairwise dis- 
joint. 
irrprr f : III = DEP( W - C1, U I, I) 1, . . . , L7, = DEP( W -- C,, I/‘, D ). 
ou1put: ifI = DEP(X, U’, D). 
method: 
procedure MN(A); 
(A is an attribute in U’.) 
begin 
1 +{A}; 
2 while there is a block T in fII u - - * u II, 
such that S n T # C) do 
begin 
3 select and delete all blocks T from HI LJ. l . (J Iif, such that S rl T Z v); 
3 let TL4 be the union of all blocks T selected m line 3; 
5 S+SwT,,; 
end while 
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6 return S; 
end MIN; 
begin (main procedure) 
7 make I7 empty; 
8 P4J’; 
9 while P is not empty do 
begin 
10 select an attribute A in P; 
11 B+MIN(A); 
12 1etB beanewblockinn; 
13 P+P--B; 
end while 
end main procedure; 
Algorithm 2 uses repeatedly a procedure MIN(A) that computies a minimal set 
S, such that A is in S and S satisfies the condition (UNION) of Corollary 3. Since 
HI,.. . ,17, are partitions of the same set U’ and each block in H, u l e 9 u l7, is used 
at most once, Algorithm 2 terminates in O(r l lU’l) time. 
The following lemma implies that DEP(X, U’, Q,) for X c: W,, and X c U’ c W(, 
can be computed by a recursive procedure. 
Lemma 3. Let X c W,, X c U’ c W(, nnd let C be a block irz DEP(X, W,,, D,, [ Up,,]) 
such that C nX = 8. Then 
DEPt W,, -C, U’ W,,, o,,[ We,]) = DEP( W;* - C, U’ W,,, a,, I[ W,,],. 
Proof. Let r be a tableau conskiing of 11 I and 14: that are equal exactly in 
( Wr, - C)-columns. Since D,, 1[ W,J c O,,[ \\*(,I; and the fact of C in 
DEP(X, W,,, D,, [ W,]) implies that C is in DEP( W., - C, W,., 3, [ Wo]) by an inference 
rule for MVDs [3], Corollary 2 implies that either N[ W,,] = 14 ,[ WJor 14 [W,,] = u,[ W,J 
for every tuple u in chaseI>,, ( \+;,I(+ Let Y +Z( Wn) be an EMVD in E,,. If 
Y n C = 8, then C r_: Z or Z f~ C = v) by an inference rule for MVDs (otherwise C 
would not be in DEPK W,,, n,,[ W&, and thus chasen,, 1(,t.,,1(r) satistic< 
Y -47 Wr,,. Thus chaser,,, :!\,,,l(r) = chase r,,i \c,,]( 7I and it follows from Corollary 
1 that DEP( U;, -- C, II’ W,,, D,, [ W-t,], = DEFY Ct’,, - C, U’ W,,, I>,, ,[ W,,],. C1 
For convenience, we consider Do I= F s, E. Assume that C,, . . , , C, are all blacks 
in DEP(X, u’,, D,,[ W,$ such that C, ,,xY = 13. Then DEP(X, U’ Wn, D,,[WJ) is 
obtained from IXP( W,, --- Cl, U’ Lb’,,, I), ,[W’,,]j, . . . , DEP( M’,, - C’,, U’ W,,, 
I),, 1[ W& by 4ijxxlthnr 2. In the case wher: n = 0, it follows from Lemma 3 that 
DF.P\ v, C”. !Z:li I&j) = DEP\ l’, War &[ W,]}[ V’! for every 1’ G C” E WC,. And 
since every dependency in Do[ W(,l is defined on W[), DEP( V, Wo, I&,[ W& for (U, 
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Da[ I&J) is identical to DEP( V, Wo, Do[ W,3) for ( Wo. Do[ W,3). Consequently, we 
have the following algorithm. 
Algorithm 3. 
inpui : (U, D,), X and U’(X z Wn and X c U’C WI). 
output: DEP(X, U’, D, ). 
method : 
procedure COMPUTE-DEP(S, T, Di [ Wo]); 
(this procedure computes DEP(S, T, D,[ WJ) for S C_ Wi and S E T E 
Wd 
begin 
1 
2 
,3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
Ifi=When 
begin 
compute DEP(S, Wo, Do[ W,,]) by a known algorithm for MVDs; 
return DEP6, W,, Do[ W,])[T]; 
end 
(The case where i 2 1) 
compute DEP(S, W,, D,[ W,]) -{(A) (A is in S} by applying I lgorithm 1 
to (U, O,[ W,]) and S, and let n = (PI. . . . , Ps} denote 
DEP(S, Wt, D,[ Wo]j - {{A} jA is in S}: 
for each block PI (1 ajss) 
do 77, + COMPUTE-DEP( W, - P!, TW,, D, -- ,[ W,,]k 
(ByLemma7, thevalueof !7, coincides with DEP( Wi - Pj, TW;,D,[ r-V,,]).) 
compute DEPlS, TN’,, D,[ W,,]) by applying Algorithm 2 to 771 
( = DEP( W, - PI, TW,, D,[ W,,],,, . . . , 77, (= DEP( W, - Pp TWX, D,[ W,,],), 
and let 77 denote DEP(S, TW,, D, [ WI]); 
return 77[ T J; 
{By Lemma 4, the value of 77[T) coincides with DEPG, T, O,[ui,&., 
end COMPUTE-DEP; 
begin (main procedure) 
9 compute D, [ Wo] from D,, ; 
10 call COMPUTE-DEP(X, W’, D,[ W&; 
end main procedure; 
Figure 1 illustrates ;IOW DEP(X. U’, D, 1 is computed.‘Let T’.(H) be the time 
for executing line 10 of Algorithm 3 and RW), 0 s i s IZ - 1, the time for executing 
a recursive call in line 6 of Algorithm 3 to the procedure call COMPUTE-DEP 
with O,[ W,,] as the third argument. Let s, be the maximum number of blocks 
obtained in line 4 for W,, D,[ Wo] and some subset S of W,. Then it follows from 
the following facts that TM(i) = Oh, - ID,[ Wo]i) +s, * TM(i - 1) + Oh * IWd) for 
j Gz 1. 
( 1) By Theorem 2, line 4 can be executed in 06, * lDl[ u’,Jl) he. Note that 
min(k, log? r) 5 s,. 
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(2) Lines S-6 are executed si times and each execution needs 7’&Z(i - 1) time. 
Thus lines 5-6 can be executed in si l 7M(i - 1) time. 
(3) Since each ni, 1 ~j s Si, is a partition of TW,, line 7 can be executed in 
O(s, l ITW, 1) s O(s, l 1 W,l) time by Algorithm 2. 
(4) Line 8 can be executed in O(]TI) (sO(I W&) time. 
It is clear that sn 5 1 W,, -Xi, because S = X when line 4 is executed for Wn and 
&[ Wo]. Consider a call COMPUTE-DEP( Wi - Pi, TWi, Di- I[ Wo]) in line 6, where 
Pi is in DEP(S, Wil DJ WtJ) and Pi ~9 = 0. This call results in the computation of 
DEPQW -Pj, H,:_l,Di-~[W~,])-{tA}IA is in Wi -Pi} in line 4. pj must be contained 
in one block of DEP( Wi - Pi, Wi - 1, Di - I[ Wo]) (otherwise Pj would not be in DEP(S, 
W,* DJ W,])). Thus the number of blocks in DEP( WI -P,, Wi - 1, D, - 1[ WJ) -({A} 1 A 
isin W~-Pi}isatmostIWi--~-Wi~+l,thatis,si~~W,-~-Wil+lfor’I~i~n-1. 
In the case where i = 0, DEP( V, Wo, Dtl[ Wo]) for every V E Wtl can be obtained 
in O(lD,,[ WO]l 9 min{k, log2 r}) time by the algorithm of [7], where r is the number 
of blocks in DEP( V, W,,, D,,[ W,3) and k is the number of dependencies in &[ W,J. 
Thus I’M(O) s 0(1D,,[ W,,]l 9 min(k, log? r)). 
By the discussions above, we have 
Since I>“[ W$,] is zomputcd from D, in O([D,, 1) time and [ Iyv,,1 s IDJ W& we have 
the following theorem. 
Theorem 3. Consider the relatiorl scheme (U, D,, ). Let X C_ W,, arld X C_ U’ c W,,. 
7 hen DEP(X, W’, D,, ) can be obtaiwd !‘rz 
n-1 
~cclD,,[W]l+ TMt(N l IW,, -XI l n (IW, - W,+l:+ l)+ID,l) 
1 -= 1 
he by Algorithm 3, wkr~ T&Z(O) is the time for computiug DEP( V, u/i,, I?,,[ W,l) 
for a subset V of W,,. 
3.4. Treatments of functional dependencies 
The following lemma can be proved in the same way as Lemma 5. 
Lemma 8. Consider the relation scheme (U, 0,). Let X be a subset of Wn and A‘ 
tw attribute in W,,. Therr X --, A is implied by D, [ W,] if and only if it is implied by 
By the proof of Theorem 11 of [ 123, X + A is implied by F[ WJ u E[ WC,] c 
~IA,E+J. - - ir p (A, E,, 1 if and only if a call FIND(A) of Algorithm 1 terminates 
in line 9. Thus in the case where X, V c_ W,,, testing whether X + V is implied by 
D,, can be done in O(I V -Xl l ID,J Wo]l + ID& time by checking whether for each 
attribute A in C’ -X, a call FIND(A) terminates in line 9. 
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The following lemma follows from iemma 6 and an inference rule for FDs and 
NlVDs [3]. 
Lemma 9. Let (W, D) be a relatton scheme and let X c W c U. Assume that 
x-411 * ’ * ICr is implied by D, where X, Cl, . . . , C, are pairwire disjoint and 
XC,.” C, = W. Then X + A is implied by D if and only if FDs W - Cl + A,. . . , 
W - C, + A are implied by D. 
The following lemma can be proved in the same way as Lemma 7. 
Lemma IO. Consider the relation scheme (U, 0,). Let X G Iv,, and let C be a bhk 
in DEP(X, Wn, D,,[ WJ, such ttbt C n X = 0. For an attribwe A in WO, W,, - C + .4 
is intpEied by D,[ W”] if arld onlv if it is implied by D,, _ I[ W& 
Let X 2 Wn. We define CL(X, D) = {A 1 A is in W. and X --+ A is implied by D\. 
Then by Lemmas 2,9 and 10, CL(X, D,,) can be computed in the time for computing 
DEP(X, Wtf, D, ) by modifying Algorithm 3 as follows. 
Replace the procedure name COh/lPUTE-DEP(S, T, D,[ W,,]) by COMPI..J’PF=,- 
CL(S, ol[ H&j). Alid replace lines 2, 3, 6, 7, 8 and 10 by the following statements. 
respectively. o 
2 compute CL(S, DI,[ W,,]) by c? known algorithm; 
Note that O,,[U’,,] can be considered a set of FDs and MVDs on 142 
3 return CUS, &[ M’(,] 1; 
8 return Q; 
4. Sonw extensions 
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beCause W 5 W,+r c X. That is, it follows that DEP(X, U’, 0,) = DEP(X, U’, Di). 
Consequently, we have the following as corollaries of Theorems 2 and 3, respec- 
tively: 
(1) If Wi,ic:Xc_U’C W( for OS&n - 1, then DEP(X, U’, D,) can be com- 
puted in O( lDi[ WJ l min(k, log* r) + IOil) time, where r is the number of blocks in 
DEP(X, Wi, Dn) - ((A))A is in X} and k is the number of dependencies in Oi[ I%]. 
(2) If WI+1 rXc W, and XE U’s W. for O=Gsrt -1, then DEP(X, U’, D,) 
can be computed rn 
((IDi[W(j]l+TM(O))*IW -Xl’ ‘fi’ (IWj-Wj+*l+l)+l~il~ 
I= 1 
time. 
This paper considered FDs, MVDs and EMVDs as dependencies. However, 
Theorem 1 can be extended to the class of template dependencies [ 131. 
pTTg=iz’z.. 1 
I 
piYEz-z~~ 1 xz’z”-+ yzlvl YffW] 
\ \ 
t \ ,yy’y” -a Z’V i Z”W XZ’Z” -W Y'V i Y"W 
EMVDi 
\ 
E3llVDl 
\ 
EMVDl 
I I 
EMVDI 
I EMVDl Lemma A \ 
x -_) )“Z’\’ ; Z” x2”-+ Y’Z’V 1 Y”W 
\ Lemma A / 
Fig. 2. Derivation of EMVD2. 
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Appendix. Proof of the validity of EMVD2 
The following is given in [5,15]. 
Lemma A. rfX *Y)ZandXY-wZI WthenX+4IYW. 
In the rule EMVD2, let Y’= B n Y, Y”= Y -- Y’, Z’= B nZ, 2“ =Z -2’. 
V = B - YZ and W = U’ -XYZV. Then in order to prove the validity of EMVDZ, 
it is sufficient to show that if X-n Y’Y”lZ’Z”, XY’Y”-w Y’Z’V 12” W and 
XZ’Z”‘* Y’Z’VI Y”W, then X-w Y’Z’VI Y’Z”W, The diagram in Fig. 2 shows 
how this rule is derived. 
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